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The Cr-Si binary phase diagram

The Cr-Si alloys [1]

Introduction

assessed by Cui
Ø low density
Ø high specific strength
Ø excellent oxidation resistance

High-temperature alloys
Ø gas turbines for jet engine

Chang (1968) : Pirani method [3]
Svechnikov (1964) : DTA
Du (2000) : DTA
Voronov (1967) : Microanalysis
Dubrovskaya (1963) : XRD
Dudkin (1962) : Electrical conductivity measurement
Jurisch (1979) : XRD
Pyatkova (1971) : XRD and microanalysis

[2]

The Cr-Si binary phase diagram, particularly
in the high-Cr side, has room for improvement
due to difficulty in experiments in the high
temperature region.

Objective:
to investigate the phase equilibria
of the Cr-Si binary system.

Novel high-temperature alloys based on refractory
metals have been attracted much attention for
developing alloys beyond Ni-base superalloys.

Experimental procedures

Ultra-high temperature furnace

Sample preparation: arc melting
Heat treatment for equilibria (20〜720h)
Ø ~1400°C : Electric heating furnace

ü Temperature measurement and control:
two-color radiation thermometry

W crucible
Pt, Tm = 1768°C

Sample

Ø 1500°C~ : Ultra-high temperature furnace

The specimen was melted

Composition analysis: EPMA/WDS
W plate

Thermal analysis:
Ø high Cr side: DTA (~1900°C)
Ø high Si side: DSC (~1500°C)

Al2O3 powder

pure Pt

ü Heating method: high-frequency induction
heating
ü Atmosphere: high purity Ar flow

Crystal structure analysis: XRD

Result and discussion

Microstructure

Specimen (pure Pt)
Surrounding area of the specimen

The melting point of Pt measured by the two-color
radiation thermometry was in excellent agreement
with the reported value.
The accuracy of this pyrometer was confirmed.

Thermal analysis

Heat treated by electric heating furnace

Cr-Si binary phase diagram

DTA

Heating rate: 10K/min

DSC

Heating rate: 10K/min

Heat treated by ultra-high temperature furnace

Melting point of pure Cr

XRD
* Temperature calibrations
using high purity Ni, Pd, and Pt
were applied

Cr-33Si

1600°C4h
1300°C7d

This work : 1854°C
SGTE : 1907°C [4]
Rudy (1968) : 1860±6°C [5]
Josell (2001) : 1842±20°C [6]
It was indicated that the melting
point of pure Cr accepted in the
SGTE should be modified.

Summary

The XRD profiles of the Cr-33Si alloy annealed at
1600°C4h and 1300°C7d were the same, which indicates
the absence of a stable β-Cr5Si3 phase suggested
existing around 1500°C by Chang[3].

Phase equilibria in the Cr-Si system were experimentally determined.

ü Melting point of pure Cr was 1854°C in the present work.
ü The single-phase region of the Cr3Si phase tends to incline toward the Cr-rich side with increasing
temperature.
ü The Cr5Si3 phase has a solubility range, extending toward the Si-rich side.
ü The α-β structural transformation in the Cr5Si3 phase does not seem to exist.
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